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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the downlink of a multicellular multiuser system with cloud radio access network (CRAN) and study the user scheduling with hierarchical beamforming which maximizes the system sum rate. To reduce the signaling over the capacity limited fronthaul, we feed the cloud only with long-term statistical channel information. Therefore, we use theorems from random matrix theory to define tight analytical approximation of the data rate at every user. Hence, we split the preprocessing between cloud and base stations (BSs) to allow intra-cell and inter-cell interference management and apply hierarchical beamforming designed partly at the cloud and partly at the BS. Having this split, we posed the intuitive questions where and how the user scheduling should be applied and study which strategy can provide us with the best trade-off between achieved system sum rate performance and required execution time. Since the optimal solution will require high computational complexity as well as a big amount of signaling over the fronthaul, we investigate diverse suboptimal schemes for user scheduling at the cloud and at the BSs. The proposed schemes have the objective to maximize the system sum rate. Interestingly, although based only on statistical knowledge, simulation results demonstrate that the scheduling at the cloud outperforms scheduling at the BSs since it allows coordination for interference management between the BSs and so it achieves higher system sum rate while keeping the computational time low.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future mobile cellular networks will support a huge number of devices as well as a huge amount of data traffic [1]. To meet the growing demands, the mobile network should take advantage of diverse engineering solutions, many of which will lead to densified cells and application of large antenna arrays at the base stations (BSs) implying multiple input multiple output (MIMO) techniques. On the other hand, the big number of cells, antennas and users in the network will increase the interference and so the complexity of BS coordination. Therefore, the new promising architecture, called cloud radio access network (CRAN), has been proposed to provide centralization and coordination among the BSs through flexible baseband processing and functional splits for fully centralized and hybrid solutions. Besides the advanced coordination, CRAN comes with the challenge related to the big amount of signaling over the fronthaul links, connecting the BSs with the cloud. In practice, the fronthaul is capacity constrained and time-delay constrained [2], therefore the design of channel state information (CSI) based techniques, like the coordinated scheduling/ coordinated beamforming, should be carefully done by taking into account the fronthaul constrains.

To address this challenge, different proposals can be found from the research community suggesting compressive CSI acquisition and fronthaul compression strategies, see [3] and references therein. For example, in [4], we proposed a hierarchical beamforming where the cloud receives only averaged channel link qualities and designs the transmission subspace for every BS. Another example is [5], where a new CSI acquisition scheme is proposed to reduce the CSI overhead and to allow statistical beamforming at the cloud. In [6], we consider the downlink of multicellular system and feed the cloud only with long-term channel statistics which vary significantly slower than the instantaneous CSI. This results in a network in which the BSs have instantaneous but only local CSI, i.e., CSI of their own users, while the cloud has global CSI, i.e., CSI of the whole system, but only statistical channel knowledge. This allows the design of a top-down one-shot hierarchical beamformer, partly designed at the cloud and partly at the BSs, which maximizes the system sum rate. Moreover, since the cloud has only statistical channel knowledge, which is mathematically described through large random matrices, we apply random matrix theory (RMT) to allow analysis and design of the system. This theory provides us with deterministic equivalents which are closed-form expressions, approximating tightly the random processes and thus allowing the cloud to perform accurate prediction and BS coordination.

Since the proposed hierarchical beamforming considers less users than the number of antennas and serves all of them simultaneously, in this paper we apply user scheduling to obtain a more practical preprocessing which is generalized for any number of users. However, applying conventional schemes at the BS which depend on the local CSI might lead to performance degradation due to the lack of inter-cell interference coordination. Additionally, the attention to reduce the CSI overhead and the complexity in the preprocessing has become greater since the number of antennas and number of users increase drastically with the new coming generation. Therefore, many researches study preprocessing techniques based on statistical CSI. In [7], a multi-user single cell MIMO system is considered and based on the Mullen’s inequality, a lower bound on the average signal-to-leakage-and-noise ratio has been derived to give an analytical expression of the ergodic sum rate. Having this, the authors propose a downlink transmission where the BSs have only statistical CSI.
and separate the users by the so-called statistical-eigenmode space-division multiple-access. In [8], the authors show an effective method to combine long-term statistical CSI with instantaneous low rate feedback and propose a low complexity joint scheduling and beamforming with statistical CSI for the downlink of a single cell. Another example is [9], where joint statistical beamforming and user scheduling is proposed. For the scheduling, an analytical sum rate expression, based on asymptotic approximations on the channel covariance, has been derived. Thus, the statistical CSI is a very promising solution for signaling reduction over the fronthaul while enabling coordinated user scheduling at the cloud. Considering the CSI split between BSs and cloud introduced in our previous work [6], we study the user scheduling for hierarchical beamforming and aim to find out where in the system the scheduling should be applied: at the cloud which has global but only statistical CSI, or at the BSs which have instantaneous but only local CSI within the transmission subspace predefined by the cloud. Aiming at the maximization of the system sum rate, we propose four different scheduling strategies, applied either at the cloud or at the BS, and study their performance by comparing the achieved system sum rate and the required execution time.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system model. In Section III, we show the hierarchical beamforming where Subsection III-A presents the deterministic approximations of the power terms at every user in the system and Subsection III-B the outer beamformer design. In Section IV, we describe the proposed scheduling strategies and in Section V, we show simulation results. Section VI concludes the work.

Notations - To denote vectors and matrices, we use lower case and upper case boldface letters, respectively. The ith entry of the vector x and the (i, j)th entry of the matrix X are denoted by [x]i and [X]i,j, respectively. An N × N diagonal matrix with entries of x is denoted by diag(x). The identity matrix of size N × N is denoted by I_N. Furthermore, (·)H stands for the Hermitian of a matrix, tr(·) for the trace of a matrix and |x| for the Euclidean norm of vector x. |A| denotes the cardinality of a set A and x the deterministic equivalent of a functional x.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we consider the downlink of a multicellular network with L BSs coordinated by the cloud. Every BS has M_l antennas and simultaneously serves a set K_l of single-antenna users chosen by the user scheduler from the set U_l such that K_l = |K_l| and K_l ≤ M_l. The serving BS of user k is denoted by l_k ∈ {1, . . . , L}. To user k, it transmits the symbol s_k,l_k modeled as zero mean Gaussian process with variance one, i.e., s_k,l_k ∼ CN(0, 1). Considering the one-ring channel model [10], we denote the channel vector between BS l and user k by h_k,l = \sqrt{2\sigma^2_{x_k,l}/\rho_{k,l}}z_{k,l} ∈ C^{M_l×1} with \sqrt{2\sigma^2_{x_k,l}/\rho_{k,l}} the long-term path loss, \Theta_{k,l} ∈ C^{M_l×M_l} the correlation matrix of the channel and z_{k,l} ∈ C^{M_l×1} ∼ CN(0, I_{M_l}) describing the fast channel fluctuations. The long-term statistics of the channel Θ_{k,l} = a_{k,l}\Theta_{k,l} ∈ C^{M_l×M_l} vary few orders slower than the fast channel fluctuations z_{k,l}. Additionally, we assume that the users are separated by at least few wavelengths which means that their channels are mutually independent.

The beamforming vector at BS l for user k is denoted by v_{k,l} ∈ C^{M_l×1} such that the beamformer at BS l is \mathbf{V}_l = [\mathbf{V}_{1,l}, . . . , \mathbf{V}_{K_l,l}]. The power allocated at BS l for user k is denoted by p_{k,l} and the noise at user k modeled as zero mean white Gaussian process with variance \sigma^2 = 1. Therefore, the resulting received signal at user k ∈ K_l consists of four components: useful signal, intra-cell interference, inter-cell interference and noise components, respectively, and it is described by

\begin{align}
 y_k &= h_{k,l_k}^H p_{k,l_k} v_{k,l_k} s_{k,l_k} + \sum_{i \in K_l \setminus \{k\}, i \neq k} h_{i,l_k}^H p_{i,l_k} v_{i,l_k} s_{i,l_k} \\
 &\quad + \sum_{l=1, j \neq l_k}^L \sum_{l \in K_l} h_{k,l}^H p_{j,l} v_{j,l} s_{j,l} + n_k.
\end{align}

The data rate \mathbf{R}_k in bit/s/Hz at user k ∈ K_{l_k} depends on the received useful power S_k, intra-cell I_k^a and inter-cell I_k^r power terms such that

\begin{align}
 S_k &= p_{k,l_k} |h_{k,l_k}^H v_{k,l_k}|^2, \\
 I_k^a &= \sum_{i \in K_l \setminus \{k\}, i \neq k} p_{i,l_k} |h_{i,l_k}^H v_{i,l_k}|^2, \\
 I_k^r &= \sum_{l=1, j \neq l_k}^L \sum_{l \in K_l} p_{j,l} |h_{k,l}^H v_{j,l}|^2, \\
 R_k &= \log_2(1 + S_k/(I_k^a + I_k^r + \sigma^2)).
\end{align}

III. HIERARCHICAL BEAMFORMING

In this section, the hierarchical beamforming is explained. In [6], we have proposed this beamforming for the scenario of multicellular multiuser CRAN system where the number of the users in each cell does not exceed the number of antennas at the BS and, hence, all users are served simultaneously without the need of user scheduling. In this section, we summarize the main hierarchical beamforming concept as far as needed to perform the new preprocessing design proposed in this paper, namely user scheduling for hierarchical beamforming.

The hierarchical beamforming consists of two concatenated beamformers, i.e. \mathbf{V}_l = F_l G_l with \mathbf{F}_l ∈ C^{M_l×M_l} and \mathbf{G}_l = [g_{l,l} \in K_l] ∈ C^{M_l×K_l}. The so-called outer beamformer \mathbf{F}_l is designed at the cloud together with all other outer beamformers in order to allow coordination. It is based only on the available statistics at the cloud and it defines the transmission subspace for the corresponding BSs. The second, so-called inner beamformer \mathbf{G}_l is designed locally at the BSs based only on its local but instantaneous CSI.

In order to keep the complexity and the fronthaul transmissions as low as possible, in [6], we have designed a top-down one-shot hierarchical beamformer where the inner beamformer is of closed-form and the outer beamformer is designed to maximize the system sum rate. More precisely, the inner
beamformer applies the regularized zero-forcing (RZF) \[11, 12\] with \( \xi_l^2 = P_l / \text{tr}(P_l \tilde{G}_l^H \tilde{G}_l) \) a normalization parameter applied to fulfill the power budget \( P_l \) at BS \( l \) and \( G_l \) the non-normalized inner beamforming. \( P_l = \text{diag}(P_l) \in \mathbb{R}^{K_l \times K_l} \) is the power allocation matrix at BS \( l \) with \( P_l = [p_{i,l}]_{i \in K_l} \in \mathbb{C}^{K_l \times 1} \). For this beamforming, we use the effective channel matrix \( \tilde{H}_l = [\tilde{h}_{i,l}]_{i \in K_l} \in \mathbb{C}^{K_l \times M_l} \) where \( \tilde{h}_{i,l} = P_l \tilde{h}_{i,l} \) is the effective channel within the transmission subspace between user \( k \) and BS \( l \). RZF uses a regularization parameter \( \alpha_l \) which controls the interference in the cell and it has been chosen to maximize the signal to interference and noise ratio in single cell scenario with only local channel knowledge \[13, 14\]: \( \alpha_l = (K_i \sigma^2) / (P_l M_l) \). Hence, the resulting inner beamformer is described by

\[
G_l = \xi_l \tilde{G}_l = \xi_l (\tilde{H}_l^H \tilde{H}_l + M_l \alpha_l I_{M_l})^{-1} \tilde{H}_l^H. \tag{6}
\]

Since the inner beamformer is of closed-form, the cloud can design the outer beamformers without the need of knowledge of any inner beamformer realization as well as without the knowledge of the instantaneous CSI. To achieve this, in \[6\], we apply RMT and more precisely the method of the deterministic equivalents which provides us with closed-form expressions approximating the data rate at every user in the system based only on the statistical knowledge \( \Theta_{k,l} \) for \( \forall k, l \).

### A. Deterministic Equivalents

Since the random channel \( H_l = [h_{i,l}]_{i \in K_l} \) of BS \( l \) is a random matrix of size \( K_l \times M_l \), we use random matrix theory to obtain deterministic equivalents of the data rate at every user. The deterministic equivalents are asymptotic expressions of functions with random matrices whose dimensions approach infinity \[15\]. These expressions are of closed-form and approximate tightly the random processes for systems of finite size and even for those of very small dimensions. For our system, the deterministic equivalent of a functional \( x \), which depends on the random channels \( H_i \), is denoted as \( \hat{x} \), which depends only on the channels’ second order statistics \( \Theta_{k,l} \) such that \( x \to \hat{x} \) \( a.s. \). The notation “\( a.s. \)” refers to almost sure convergence in the limit \( M_l, K_l \to \infty \) such that \( 0 < \lim \inf M_l, K_l \beta_l \leq \lim \sup M_l, K_l \beta_l < \infty \) for \( l = 1, \ldots, L \) and \( \beta_l = M_l / K_l \) the cell loading.

Through RMT lemmas and the continuous mapping theorem \[16\], in \[6\], we have derived the deterministic equivalent of the data rate \( R_k \) at any user \( k \) in the multicellular system and the deterministic equivalent of the overall system sum rate

\[
R_{\text{sum}} = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k \in K_l} \hat{R}_k.
\]

Therefore, the deterministic equivalent of the data rate at user \( k \) is defined as \( \hat{R}_k = \log_2 (1 + \hat{S}_k / (I_k^r + I_k^e + \sigma^2)) \) such that \( R_k \to \hat{R}_k \) \( a.s. \) and the deterministic equivalent of the overall system sum rate \( \hat{R}_{\text{sum}} = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k \in K_l} \hat{R}_k \) such that \( R_{\text{sum}} \to \hat{R}_{\text{sum}} \) \( a.s. \) 0. Based on these results, the cloud is able to analyze the system, to design the outer beamformers and to schedule the users, without the actual need of any instantaneous channel or inner beamformer realization.

In order to define the deterministic equivalents of the equations (2) - (5), first we need to calculate the following set of equations:

\[
e_l = \left[ \frac{1}{M_l} \text{tr}(F_l^H \Theta_{l,i} F_l T_i) \right]_{i \in K_l} \in \mathbb{C}^{K_l \times 1}, \tag{7a}
\]

\[
T_l = \left( \frac{1}{M_l} \sum_{j \in K_l} F_l^H \Theta_{j,i} F_l + \alpha_l I_{M_l} \right)^{-1}, \tag{7b}
\]

\[
\tilde{\Psi}_l = \frac{1}{M_l} \sum_{j \in K_l} p_{j,l} |e_{j,l}|^2 + (1 + |e_{j,l}|^2)^2, \tag{7c}
\]

\[
e'_l = D_l v_l, \tag{7d}
\]

\[
D_l = (I_{K_l} - J_l)^{-1}, \tag{7e}
\]

\[
v_l = \left[ \frac{1}{M_l} \text{tr}(F_l^H \Theta_{l,i} F_l T_l^2) \right]_{i \in K_l} \in \mathbb{C}^{K_l \times 1}, \tag{7f}
\]

\[
[J_{l_1}, j] = \frac{\text{tr}(F_l^H \Theta_{l_1,i} F_l T_l F_l^H \Theta_{j,i} F_l T_l)}{M_l^2 (1 + |e_{j,l}|^2)} \text{ for } i \in K_{l_1}, \tag{7g}
\]

\[
\tilde{y}_{k,l} = \left( \sum_{j \in K_l, j \neq k} \frac{p_{j,k} |e_{j,k}|^2}{(1 + |e_{j,k}|^2)^2} \right) \text{ for } l = l_k \tag{7h}
\]

\[
\hat{c}'_{k,l} = D_l w_{k,l}, \tag{7i}
\]

\[
w_{k,l} = \left[ \frac{1}{M_l} \text{tr}(F_l^H \Theta_{l,i} F_l T_l F_l^H \Theta_{k,l} F_l T_l) \right]_{i \in K_l} \in \mathbb{C}^{K_l \times 1}. \tag{7j}
\]

Having defined the terms from (7), we can obtain the deterministic equivalents of all the power terms at user \( k \) as:

\[
\hat{S}_k = \frac{p_{k,1,1} |e_{k,1}|^2}{\Psi_{k,1} (1 + |e_{k,1}|^2)^2}, \tag{8}
\]

\[
\hat{I}_k^r = \frac{p_{k,1,1} \hat{y}_{k,k}}{M_k \Psi_{k,1} (1 + |e_{k,1}|^2)^2}, \tag{9}
\]

\[
\hat{I}_k^e = \sum_{l=1, l \neq k}^{L} \frac{p_{l,k} |e_{l,k}|^2}{M_l \Psi_{l,k}}, \tag{10}
\]

**Proof:** see \[6\].

### B. Outer Beamformer Design

The outer beamformers are designed so that they maximize the system sum rate \( R_{\text{sum}} \) following a low complexity algorithm based on interactive block diagonalization, see \[6\]. The algorithm searches iteratively over all BSs for subspaces which are orthogonal or nearly orthogonal to the interference producing subspace of a BS \( b \), i.e.

\[
B_i^b = \{ F_b^H \Theta_{j,i} F_b \}_{j \in K_b} \text{ for } i \in K_b, \tag{8a}
\]

and additionally it considers only the strongest modes from the serving subspace \( B_i^b = \{ F_b^H \Theta_{j,i} F_b \}_{j \in K_b} \) while in the same time it takes into account all the subspaces from the previous iterations. The search for best subspaces terminates when the cloud cannot find a better set of transmission subspaces leading to higher system sum rate.

In one iteration, the first step is to perform singular value decomposition of the matrix \( B_i^b \) and to denote the left singular vectors as \( E_b \). Then, we define \( \tilde{E}_b^0 \) to be a matrix which
IV. Scheduling Strategies

Our main goal is to achieve maximum system sum rate $R_{\text{sum}}$ with respect to the sets $K_1 \subseteq \mathcal{U}_1, \ldots, K_L \subseteq \mathcal{U}_L$ of served users, the outer beamformers $\mathbf{F}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{F}_L$ and the inner beamformers $\mathbf{G}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{G}_L$ which is in general computationally intractable. Therefore, we propose four sub-optimal algorithms which differ by user scheduling, applied either at the cloud or at the BSs and do not require additional signaling, i.e. the same channel information which is used for beamforming is exploited for user scheduling. We investigate where should the user scheduling be applied and which algorithm can provide us with the best performance considering the achieved system sum rate and the required execution time.

The algorithms are described in the subsections below and their main principles are briefly captured in Fig. 1. Three of the scheduling algorithms are iterative, therefore we use the index $i$ to represent the iteration index. In this section, we annotate the deterministic equivalent of the sum rate as a function of the served users sets, i.e. $\hat{R}_{\text{sum}}((K_1, i), \ldots, K_{L,i}) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{k \in K_l} \hat{R}_k$ to emphasize on which user sets the data rate depends. We also annotate the data rate $\hat{R}_k$ as $\hat{R}_k(\mathbf{F}_1, i, \ldots, \mathbf{F}_{L,i})$ for the strategy in which the outer beamformers are calculated in every iteration $i$.

For the algorithm with scheduling at the BS, the data rate in cell $l$ is $R_{l}^{\text{cell}} = \sum_{k \in K_l} \log(1 + \bar{h}_k/(I_{k}^a + \sigma^2)) = \sum_{k \in K_l} R_{k}^{\text{BS}}$ where $\bar{h}_k = p_{l,k} s_{l,k}^H b_k s_{l,k}^2$ and $I_{k}^a = \sum_{i \in K_l, i \neq k} p_{l,k} r_{l,k}^a s_{l,k} s_{l,k}^2$. In the desicion metric we have $R_{k}^{\text{BS}}(\mathbf{G}_{l,i})$ which is the data rate defined at the BS for user $k$ which does not account for the received inter-cell interference since the BS does not have this information and it depends on the inner beamformer $\mathbf{G}_{l,i}$ calculated in each iteration.

Additionally, we introduce the set $B$ which is a set used from the iterative algorithms with user scheduling at the cloud and which shows the BSs whose user sets have to be updated. The maximum number of served users at BS $l$ is $K_l^{\text{max}} = \min\{|M_l|, |\mathcal{U}_l|\}$.

A. Scheduling at the cloud (SC)

For SC, see Fig. 1, the user scheduler is the first step of the preprocessing at the cloud and it assigns the users in the system iteratively over all BSs which need to be updated, i.e. these which are in the set $B$. Because the preprocessing starts with scheduling, there are no designed outer beamformers and the scheduler does not consider their realization, i.e. $\mathbf{F}_l = \mathbf{I}_{M_l}$ for all $l$. Therefore, in Fig. 1, it is emphasized that $\hat{R}_{\text{sum}}$ depends only on the user sets. In every iteration, the user set $K_b$ at BS $b \in B$ is optimized by taking into account the user selections $K_l$ for $l = 1, \ldots, L$ and $l \neq b$ from the previous iterations. The algorithm updates consecutively every BS’s serving set by adding a new user in the system and all BSs repeatedly. The algorithm will stop updating the user set of a BS $b$ when the update of $K_b$ leads to a deterioration in the system sum rate, here measured by the sum rate difference $\Delta \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i}$, or when the maximum number of served users $K_b^{\text{max}}$ is achieved.

SC: scheduling at the cloud

1: initialize
   $B = \{1, \ldots, L\}, K_{l,i=0} = \emptyset, \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i=0} = 0, i = 1$

while $i \leq i_{\text{max}}$ and $B \neq \emptyset$

2: set BS $b \in B$ to be updated

3: find a user $s_i$ such that
   $s_i = \arg \max_{u \in \mathcal{U}_b \backslash K_{b,i-1}} \hat{R}_{\text{sum}}((K_1, i-1, \ldots, K_{L,i-1}) \cup \{u\})$

4: compute the decision metric
   \[
   \Delta \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i} = \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i} - \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i-1}
   \]
   \[
   \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i} = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left( \sum_{k \in S_i} \hat{R}_k \right)
   \]

for $S_i = \{K_1, i-1, \ldots, K_{L,i-1}\} \cup \{s_i\}$.

5: check whether BS $b$ should be further updated

   if $\Delta \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i} \geq 0$ then $K_{b,i} = K_{b,i-1} \cup \{s_i\}$
   else $K_{b,i} = K_{b,i-1}$ and $B = B \setminus \{b\}$

   if $|K_{b,i}| = K_b^{\text{max}}$ then $B = B \setminus \{b\}$

end

After all user sets have been optimized, the cloud designs the outer beamformers considering the selected serving sets. As a next step, the cloud transmits the user sets and the outer beamformers to the corresponding BSs. At BS $l$, the selected users $K_l$ and the outer beamformer $\mathbf{F}_l$ are used for the whole time duration in which the statistical CSI does not change. Within this frame of constant channel statistics, the BS designs its own beamformers to every change in the instantaneous CSI of the effective channel within the transmission subspace defined by the cloud.

B. Scheduling at the cloud with outer beamformers $\mathbf{F}_l$ (SC-F)

SC-F updates the user sets iteratively over all BSs in $B$ analogically to the previous algorithm SC. However, in SC-F, in the decision metric for the user scheduling the calculation of the sum rate difference $\Delta \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i}$ accounts for the outer beamformers, and hence, their realizations are also computed in every single iteration, see Fig. 1. In the Figure, $\Delta \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i}$ is expressed as a function of the user sets and outer beamformers in order to emphasize that unlike the other algorithms this one considers not only the user sets but also the outer beamformers. The termination condition for updating a user set is the same as in the SC, i.e., when additional users decrease the sum rate or when the maximum...
number of users to be served is achieved. After terminating the user scheduling, the final outer beamformers are designed matched to the best found user selections. The user sets and outer beamformers are then transmitted to the BS for every frame in which the long-term statistical properties remain constant. At every BS, the received outer beamformer and user set are used for the whole frame of constant statistics while the inner beamforming is designed for every single effective channel realization in order to adapt to the fast channel fluctuations within the predefined transmission subspace.

### SC-F: scheduling at the cloud

1: initialize

\[ B = \{1, \ldots, L\}, K_{i,i=0} = \emptyset, \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i=0} = 0, F_{i,i=0} = I_{M_i}, i = 1 \]

while \( i \leq i_{\text{max}} \) and \( B \neq \emptyset \)

2: set BS \( b \in B \) to be updated

3: find a user \( s_i \) such that

\[ s_i = \arg \max_{u \in U_b \setminus K_{b,i-1}} g(u) \]

\[ g = \hat{R}_{\text{sum}}(\{K_{1,i-1}, \ldots, K_{L,i-1}\} \cup \{u\}, F_{1,i-1}, \ldots, F_{L,i-1}) \]

4: compute the decision metric

\[ \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i} = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \left( \sum_{k \in S_i} \hat{R}_k(F_{1,i}, \ldots, F_{L,i}) \right) \]

\[ \Delta \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i} = \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i} - \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i-1} \]

for \( S_i = \{K_{1,i-1}, \ldots, K_{L,i-1}\} \cup \{s_i\} \)

5: check whether BS \( b \) should be further updated

if \( \Delta \hat{R}_{\text{sum},i} \geq 0 \) then \( K_{b,i} = K_{b,i-1} \cup \{s_i\} \)

else \( K_{b,i} = K_{b,i-1} \) and \( B = B \setminus \{b\} \)

if \( |K_{b,i}| = K_{b,i}^{\text{max}} \) then \( B = B \setminus \{b\} \)

C. Scheduling at the cloud with fixed \( K_l \) (SC-K)

In SC-K, the cloud has a predefined number of users to be served for every BS, i.e. \( K_{1}, \ldots, K_{L} \), which means that the cell loading \( \beta_l = M_l/K_l \) at each BS is set to be a constant value, see Fig. 1. Therefore, the cloud schedules only those users who achieve maximum data rate and does not consider the outer beamformers, i.e. \( F_l = I_{M_l} \). This scheme is not iterative and, therefore, it requires significantly less computational time than the other schemes. After the user scheduling, the outer beamformers are designed at the cloud. Analogical to the previous two algorithms, the user sets and the outer beamformers are transmitted to the BSs in every frame of constant statistical CSI while every BS designs its own inner beamformer based on the instantaneous local CSI of the effective channels.

### SC-K: scheduling at the cloud

1: find the \( K_l \) users in cell \( l \) which give the highest data rate

\[ K_l = \{k \in U_l : \{p \in U_l : \hat{R}_k < \hat{R}_p\} < K_l\} \]

D. Scheduling at the BSs (SB)

In SB, first the outer beamformers are designed at the cloud considering all users in the system and forwarded to the corresponding BS. After that, every BS finds the best user set which maximizes the cell sum rate using the effective instantaneous CSI of its own users \( \tilde{h}_k \) for \( k \in U_l \). Note that the BSs do not have global channel information, therefore they cannot account for the inter-cell interference caused to the neighboring cells. In Fig. 1, SB is also briefly captured and the dependence of \( \Delta \hat{R}_{l,i}^{\text{cell}} \) on \( K_{b,i} \) and \( G_{l,i} \) is clearly shown.

For all scheduling algorithms at the cloud, we do not have any additional signaling, therefore, the decisions are
taken based only on statistics and using the deterministic equivalents. Additionally, since the statistical CSI, which is the only one available at the cloud, changes very slowly over time, the scheduling at the cloud changes also much slower as compared to the scheduling at the BS where the new user set depends on the instantaneous channel variations.

### Algorithm

```
2: initialize
   \( K_{l,i}=0, R_{l,i}^{\text{cell}} = 0, i = 1 \) to \( p = 1 \)
while \( i \leq i_{\text{max}} \) and \( p = 1 \)
3: find a user \( s_i \) such that
   \[ s_i = \underset{u \in U \setminus K_{l,i-1}}{\arg \max} R_{l,i}^{\text{cell}}(\{K_{l,i-1}\} \cup \{u\}, G_{l,i}) \]
4: compute the decision metric
   \[ R_{l,i}^{\text{cell}} = \sum_{k \in \{K_{l,i-1}\} \cup \{s_i\}} R_{l,k}^{\text{BS}}(G_{l,i}) \]
   \[ \Delta R_{l,i}^{\text{cell}} = R_{l,i}^{\text{cell}} - R_{l,i-1}^{\text{cell}} \]
5: check whether BS \( l \) should be further updated
   \[ \text{if } \Delta R_{l,i}^{\text{cell}} \geq 0 \text{ then } K_{l,i} = K_{l,i-1} \cup \{s_i\} \]
   \[ \text{else } K_{l,i} = K_{l,i-1} \text{ and } p = 0 \]
   \[ \text{if } |K_{l,i}| = K_l^{\text{max}} \text{ then } p = 0 \]
```

### V. Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed strategies, we execute numerical simulations and compare the achieved system sum rate and the required execution time. Moreover, to obtain a deeper understanding of the algorithms, we examine them under different system conditions such as changing number of available users and different signal to noise ratio (SNR), i.e. power budget over noise power.

#### A. General Setup

We consider a system which consists of three hexagonal cells each of which with radius \( r_{\text{cell}} = 50 \) m. In every cell, the users are randomly located following the uniform distribution. We model the path loss between user \( k \) and BS \( l \) as \( a_{k,l} = (d_{k,l}/d_0)^{-\alpha_{\text{loss}}} \) where \( d_{k,l} \) is the distance between them, \( d_0 \) is a reference distance, chosen to be equal to 10 m and \( \alpha_{\text{loss}} = 3 \) describes the path loss exponent. Every BS is placed in the center of one hexagon and distributes its available power equally among the users, i.e. \( P_l = (P_l/K_l)I_{K_l} \).

The channel correlation \( \Theta_{k,l} \) is modeled, using a discrete uniform distribution [17] where \( N_{k,l} \) scatterers surround user \( k \) with angle of arrival \( \phi_{k,l} \) and have angular spread \( \Delta_{k,l} \) from the \( l \)th BS perspective. Every BS transmits through a uniform linear array with antenna spacing \( d = 0.5\lambda \) where \( \lambda \) stand for the carrier wavelength. Therefore, the correlation between the \( m \)th and \( n \)th the antenna elements is defined by

\[
[\Theta_{k,l}]_{m,n} = \frac{1}{N_{k,l}} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{k,l}} e^{-j2\pi(d-m-n)\cos(\phi_{k,l,i})} \]

with \( \theta_{k,l,i} \) the angle of arrival of the \( i \)th scatterer of user \( k \) with respect to BS \( l \). To simulate a more realistic system scenario, we let the scattering environment change from frame to frame and model the angular spread as a random variable which is uniformly distributed between 1 and 60 degree, i.e. \( \Delta_{k,l} \sim U(1^\circ, 60^\circ) \), as well as number of scatterers changing with the angular spread, i.e. \( N_{k,l} = \Delta_{k,l} \).

In order to achieve an average performance, we execute all simulations for 200 frames where within one frame, the long-term channel statistical properties remain constant. Moreover, every frame consists of 200 random channel realizations. For the iterative algorithms, we set the maximum number of iterations to be \( i_{\text{max}} = 100 \).

#### B. Average Performance

Fig. 2 shows the achieved average system sum rate as a function of the SNR for all algorithms for a system with \( M_l = 8 \) antennas at each BS and \( |U_l| = 16 \) available users per cell. SC-K has \( K_l = 4 \) served users at each BS. As for all simulations, the performance is averaged over 200 frames.
with constant statistical CSI and 200 instantaneous channel realizations where in every realization the number of scatterers around every user and the angular spread of scatterers is random variable with uniform distribution. Interestingly, even though the cloud has only statistical channel knowledge and the system has only three BSs which might interfere each other, the scheduling at the cloud is clearly more beneficial. Additionally, the SC-K and SB have similar performance at high SNR because these two strategies have fixed transmission subspace dimensionality, i.e. for SC-K, the scheduler should always assign the best $K_l = 4$ users while in SB, every BS is restricted by its transmission subspace predefined at the cloud. This is in contrast to the transmission subspaces of SC and SC-F which are not fixed and the scheduler might not assign any users in a cell for certain time frames. Another interesting observation is that SC-F which has decision metric considering not only the user sets but also the outer beamformers does not achieve the highest system sum rate. This can be explained by the fact that in each iteration the outer beamformers are calculated and so in the next iteration the decision for updated user set is taken based on the already restricted transmission subspaces from the previous iteration.

In Fig. 3, the average number of assigned users per cell is depicted as well as their standard deviation for the same system scenario with $M_l = 8$ and $|\mathcal{U}_l| = 16$. Note that, the bar graph shows the mean of the number of served users for every algorithm and the vertical lines are not an error in the measured mean values but the standard deviation centered around the mean value of the number of served users over all 200 frames and 200 realizations as well as per BS. In SB, we observe the general trend that the number of assigned users increases with the increase of the SNR due to the increased available power which allows the BS to serve more users. On the other hand, the average number of served users from the SC and SC-F varies over the SNR scale with relatively high variance. These results show that due to the unlimited dimensionality of the transmission subspace for these two algorithms, the scheduling at the cloud adapts better to the current statistical channel conditions and so the system achieves a higher sum rate performance.

In Fig. 4, we examine the average required time for preprocessing, more precisely for outer beamforming design and for user scheduling from the same system scenario as in Fig. 2. The algorithms have not been designed for multicore computing, therefore the executions and time measurements are for single core processing. The time consumption for the design of the inner beamformers at each iteration in the K for the best $K_l$ users has the shortest execution time since it has a predefined number of users to be served and omits iterative user search. This simplifies the computations gradually by simple search for the best $K_l$ users at each BS. Comparing SC with SC-F, we observe a big difference in their execution time due to the consideration of the outer beamformers at each iteration in the user scheduling of SC-F. The required time for preprocessing from the SB stays significantly high over the whole SNR range. Since the SB algorithm starts its preprocessing with outer beamforming design, the transmission subspaces are designed by considering all users in the system, i.e. $\mathcal{U}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{U}_l$. This leads to very big time investment in designing the outer beamformers because in general, its execution time increases with the increase of the number of antennas and number of users in the system. Comparing the time for user scheduling at the BS, which is multiple times less than the time for outer beamforming design, the main fraction of the overall preprocessing time is due to designing outer beamformers by considering all available users. Note that in each channel realization the maximum time consumption at a BS is taken and not just an average over all BSs’ required time. From these results, we can conclude that the outer beamformer design with iterative block diagonalization might introduce big computational burden which can be improved for example by computing the optimal number $N_l^b$ of dimensions to be occupied and not letting the cloud search for the best $N_l^b$ dimensions while designing the subspaces.

In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we have a system with SNR = 25 dB, three BSs each with $M_l = 8$ antennas and varying number of available users $|\mathcal{U}_l| = 2, \ldots, 64$. Here, SC-K has $K_l = 5$ served users. The results show that the more available users we have in the system, the higher system sum rate can be achieved because the probability to serve good conditioned users, i.e. achieving high data rate by introducing only small portions of interference, is higher. Moreover, in Fig. 6, we observe the trend that the number of served users increases with increasing number of available users. Additionally, for SC and SC-F, the number of served users is roughly half of the number of antennas. In SB, the number of served users is even less because the transmission subspaces defined at the cloud consider all users in the system and as a result restrict the transmission subspace dimensionality a lot, letting only a small number of available dimensions for transmission.
In this paper, we considered a system with hierarchical beamforming which is designed partly at the cloud and partly at the BS. This beamforming split allows coordination while requiring only small amount of signaling over the fronthaul links because only statistical CSI is transmitted to the cloud. To generalize and enhance the preprocessing, we study the user scheduling and propose four different scheduling strategies which do not require additional signaling. All algorithms have inner beamformers designed at the BS which adapts to the instantaneous channel changes within the transmission subspace predefined at the cloud. Three of the strategies (SC, SC-F and SC-K) perform coordinated scheduling/ coordinated outer beamforming at the cloud and the fourth one (SB) has coordinated outer beamforming at the cloud but assigns the served users at the BSs. Simulation results show that letting the cloud schedule the users is more beneficial, even though it has only slow varying statistical channel knowledge. The scheduling at the cloud achieves impressive system sum rate while not demanding long executing time.

VI. Conclusions
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